Medical feature based evaluation of structuring elements for morphological enhancement of ultrasonic images.
This paper investigates the use of morphology-based nonlinear filters, and performs deterministic and statistical analysis of the linear combinations of the filters for the image quality enhancement of B-mode ultrasound images. The fact that the structuring element shape greatly influences the output of the filter, is one of the most important features of mathematical morphology. The present reported work comparatively evaluates the structuring elements for morphological liver image enhancement and verifies the hypothesis that the speckles visible in US images are short, slightly 'banana-shaped' white lines. Initially, five different liver images were morphologically filtered using 10 different structuring elements and then the filtered images were assessed quantitatively. Image quality parameters such as peak signal-to-noise ratio, mean square error and correlation coefficient have been used to evaluate the performance of the morphological filters with different structuring elements. To endorse the observation of the quantitative analysis, the filtered images were then evaluated qualitatively, based on the image features looked into by the medical fraternity. The evaluation parameters have been taken on the basis of the suggestions made by a group of radiologists. The results of the processed images were then evaluated by a different group of radiologists. A multi-point rank order method has been used to identify small differences or trends in observation. The subjective analysis by radiologists indicates that morphological filter using line shaped structuring element with length 2 performs better than the other structuring elements. These observations were found to be in line with the observations of quantitative analysis.